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The Shade

The Shade is an unconven  onal sunshade that off ers the user a way to use the advantage
of an Stewart-Gough pla  orm (SGP) against the sun. The Shade uses the SGP-method
to block the sun from all direc  ons with a simple gear system. The gear system in the 
connec  ng elements enables the roof of the shade to move based on the need of the user.

The Shade is deisnged for big events such as fes  vals and conven  ons. The unique part 
of the design is the lightwight build, that enables the easy transportability. The Shade can 
also be modifi ed for other purposes, such as energy produc  on for those events. 
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The Shade

Älkää laittako tähän mitään, varattu 
ruskealle skissipaperille!
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Älkää laittako tähän mitään, varattu 
lopulliselle pienoismallille!

Argumentation

We  no  ced during  last summers events, that 
the warmth of the sunshine was unbearable. 
Usually these kind of events don’t off er the 
solu  on to this problem, and that is the 
reason why we came up with The Shade.

Around the world there is a remarkable 
market for protec  ng yourself from the sun. 
Therefore this idea can be exported globally. 
Most poten  al marketareas could be Asia 
and South-America. 

Process

The whole process was related to previous 
tasks given in the course, TwoPointChallenge
and Stewart-Gough pla  orm task. A  er we 
had done these assignments, we had to come 
up with a solu  on to combine these tasks in  
a way that can be implemented to a real-life 
purpose. 

We began with a couple of sketches and mini-
fi gures, but soon realised that they weren’t 
convenient enough for our purposes. 
A  er trial and error, we came up with this fi nal 
solu  on.

The gear system enables 
the ver  cal movement 
of the leg.

The ball joints 
move the legs 
towards the 
direc  on the 
user wants them. 

The legs are the 
founda  on for the roof 
of the shade.

The roof is the 
essen  al part of 
blocking the sun. 


